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INFINITESIMAL VARIATIONS OF SUBMANIFOLDS
OF Sn (l! -12) X Sn (l! -12)

V-HANG Kr, JOON-SrK PARK AND SOON JA KrM

O. Introduction

Recently the present authors [4J studied infinitesimal variations of inva
riant submanifolds with normal (f, g, u, v, A)-structure. Yano and Kon [3J
studied infinitesimal variations of an even dimensional sphere.

The purpose of the present paper is to study infinitesimal variations of
submanifolds of sn(l/ -12) xsn(l/ -12).

In § 1, we state some of known results on structures [lJ which sn(1/
-12) XSn (1/ -12) admits.

In § 2, we investigate infinitesimal variations of various kinds of subma
nifolds.

In § 3, we study infinitesimal variations of f-invariant submanifold and
k-invariant one.

§ 4 is devoted to the study of isometric variation and f-preserving varia
tion of a f-invariant and k-invariant submanifold.

And in § 5, on a compact f-invariant and k-invariant submanifold with
induced (f, g, u, v, A)-structure, we investigate some variation-preserving
relations.

The last § 6 is devoted to the study of infinitesimal variations of f-an
tiinvariant submanifold and k-antiinvariant one.

1. Preliminaries

Let sn(1/ -12) XSn(1/ -12) be a submanifold of codimension 2 of (2n
+2) dimensional Euclidean space E2n+2 and be covered by a system of coor
dinate neighbourhoods {U, x h}, where here and in the sequel the indices
h, i,j, k, "'run over the range {1, 2,3, "', 2n}. (Sn(1/ -12) XSn(l/ -12) is
the direct product differentiable manifold of two spheres Sn (1/ -12) with
radius 1/ -12 and with its center at the origin in En+!.)

Let denote by Z, C and D the position vector of a point of sn(1/ -vl2) X
Sn(1/ -12), the first unit normal vector in the direction opposite to that of
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(1. 1)

the radius vector of S2n+l (1) and the second unit normal vector in the dire
ction normal to Sn(l/ .v2) xsn(l/ .v2) and tangent to S2n+1(I) respectively.

In E2n+2, there exists a natural Kaehlerian structure

F~[~ -:}
E being the unit square matrix of order n+1. Of course, F satisfies

(1. 2) F2=-!, FU·FV=U· V

for arbitrary vectors U and V in E2n+2, I and· denoting the identity trans
formation in E2n+2 and the inner product of two vectors in Euclidean space
respectively.

Now we put

(1. 3)

where Zi are 2n linearly independent vectors of E2n+2 tangent to Sn(l/ .v2)
xsn(l/ .v2).

Applying F to Zi> C and D gives

(1. 4)

(1.5)

(1. 6)

FZi= lihZh+U;C+ViD,

FC= -uiZi+AD,

FD= -viZi-AC,

where lih are the components of a tensor field of type (1, 1), Ui and Vi are
the components of I-forms, A is a function on Sn(I!.v2) xsn(I!.v2), Ui and
Vi are respectively given by ui=Ujgji and vi=Vjgji, gih being contravariant
components of the metric tensor gji'

From (1. 2), (1. 4), (1. 5) and (1. 6), we find

(1. 7)

I/Iih= -ol+Ujuh+Vjvh,

uil/=Avj, liui= -Avh,

vil/= -Auj, Ilvi = J..uh,

uiui=vivi=I-"F, Uivi=O,

Ijml/gml=gji-UjUi-VjVio

A set of I, g, u, v and A satisfying these equations is called an (I, g, u, v, A)
-structure.· It is verified that fji=l}gli is skew-symmetric in j and i.

Now applying the operator Vj of covariant differentiation with respect to
the Riemannian connection to (1. 4), (1. 5) and (1. 6), and taking account
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(1. 8) VjUi= fji-Akji' VjVi= -kjd/+Agji'

VjA= -2vj,

where kji are the components of the second fundamental tensors with respect
to the second unit normal D. From (1. 7) and the last equation of (1. 8),
A does not vanish almost everywhere in Sn (1/ v2) xsn (1/ v2). Moreover
k/' are given by the following form [lJ:

Cl. 9)
(E 0

(k/) =lo -E

where E being the unit square matrix of order nand k/,=kjig ih . From
(1. 4) and (1. 9), we find [IJ

(1. 10) k/ui = -vi, k/vi = -ui.

We have from the last two equations of (1. 8)

(1. 11)

that is, kmhand fi m are anticommute with each other.
Let Mm be an m-dimensional Riemannian manifold covered by a system

of coordinate neighbourhoods {V, ya} and isometrically immersed in Sn (1/
v-:n X Sn (1/ v-2) by the immersion i: Mm~Sn(1/ V 2) X s" (1/ .y'2),
where here and in the sequel the indices a, b, c··· run over the range {l,2,
3, ... , m}. We identify i(Mm) with Mm and represent the local expression
of the immersion i by xh=xh(ya). If we put Bbh='ihxh, ((h=O/Oyb) , then
Bbh are In linearly independent vectors of sn(l/ .y'2) XSn(1/ .y'2) tangent
to 1\,fm. Denoting by gcb the Riemannian metric tensor of Mm, we have
gcb=giiB/Bbi since the immersion is isometric. We denote by Cl 2n-m
mutually orthogonal unit normals to llim, where here and in the sequel the
indices x, y, z run over the range {m+ 1, m+2, m+3, ... , 2n}.

The transforms fihBbi and kihBbi of Bbi by fi h and kih are written in the
form respectively

(1.12) fihBbi=ibaBah-fbxCxh,

(1. 13) kihBbi=kbaBah+kbxCxh.

and the transforms fihC/ and kihCyi of C/ by fi h and kih In the form

(1.14) fihC/=f/Bah+fyXCxh,
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k/'C/=k/B}+kyXCxh.

we have

(1.16)

(1.15)

From (1. 12) '" (1. 15),

[

fba= - fab' fbx fXb' fxy= - fyx,

kba=kab, kax=kxa, kxy=kyx,

where fby-fbZgzy, fyb=f/gcb, kby=kbZgzy and kyb=k/gcb, gzy being the me
tric tensor of the normal bundle of Mm. From (1.11)"'(1.15), we have

(1.17)

(1.18)

(1.19)

We put

(1.20)

fbakac+kbafac- fbYk/-kbYf/,

fbakaX-fbYkyx=kbafax-kbYfyX,

fxakaY+fxzkzY=kxafaY-kxzfzY'

We get from (1. 10), (1. 13), (1. 15) and (1. 20)

(1.21)

(1.22)

When flBbi and k;hBb; are always tangent to Mm respectively, that is,
when fbx=O and kbx=O, Mm is said to be f-invariant and k-invariant res
pectively. In order for Mm to be f-invariant and k-invariant respectively,
it is necessary and sufficient that

[

fbX=fbygyX= -1i;~/~x;=O,

kbx=kbYgyx=kj;BbJCx'=O

(1. 23)

respectively.
When f;hBb; and k;hBb; are always normal to Mm respectively, that is,

fba=O and kba=O, Mm is said to be f-antiinvariant and k-antiinvariant
respectively. In order for Mm to be f-antiinvariant and k-antiinvariant re
spectively, it is necessary and sufficient that

[

fba= fbCgca fjiBb~B<=O,

kba=k{gca=kj;BbJBa'=O

respectively.
Equations of Gauss and those of Weingarten for Mm are respectively written

as

(1. 24)
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(1. 25) [7 C h- -h a B hcy- cya,

[7e denoting the van der Waerden-Portollotti covariant differentiation along
Mm, where hcbx are the second fundamental tensors of Mm with respect to
Cxh, hcay= hcbygba and hcby=hcb"'g",y.

2. Infinitesimal variations of submanifolds of 8 11 (l! -yl2) X 8 11 (l! -yl2)

We now consider an infinitesimal variation

(2.1) xh=xh+~h(y)e

of a submanifold Mm of 8 11 (1/ -yI-2) XS1I(1/ -yI-2), where ~h is a vector field
of 8 11 (1/ v2) XSn(l/ v2) defined along Mm and e is an infinitesimal. We
then have Bbh=Bbh+Ot~hc, where Bbh=Olfih are m linearly indefEndent ve
ctors tangent to the varied submanifold at varied foint (xh). We displace
Bbh back parallelly frem the varied foint (x h) to the original faint (xh)

and obtain Bbh=Bbh+ ([7te)c, I:eglecting terms of order higher than one
with respect to e. In the sequel, we neglect always terms of order higher
than one with respect to e. Thus putting OBbh=Bbh-Bbh, we obtain

(2.2) OBbh= (f7b~h)c.

On the other hand, putting

(2.3)

we have

(2. 4) [7b~h= (f7b~a-hbax~x)Ba"+(f7b~x+hbax~a)Cxh.

When the tangent space at a point (xh) of the submanifold and that at
the corresponding (xh) of the varied submanifold are parallel, the variation
is said to be parallel.

From (2. 2) and (2. 4) we see that in order for an infinitesimal variation
to be parallel, it is necessary and sufficient that

(2.5)

We denote by Cl 2n-m mutually orthcgonal unit normals to the varied
submanifold and by Cl vectors obtained from Cl by parallel displacement
of Cl from the varied point (xh) back to the original foint (xh). Putting
oCl=Cyh-Cl, we find [2J

(2.6) C- h=C h-Fh·J=jC ie+~C hy y J'<" Y U y'
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where r jih are Christoffel symbols formed with gji' Assuming that OC}
are infinitesimals of order one with respect to e and putting

(2.7) oC}= (Ij/Bah+ljyxCxh)e,

we have

(2.8) 7}/= - (f7a~y+hbay~b),

where ~y=~Xgyx' The 7}yx appearing in (2.7) is a tensor field of the normal
bundle of Mm satisfying 7}yx+7}XY=O, Ijyx being defined by ljyx=lj/ gzx'

(1) Infinitesimal variations of submanifolds of sn(l/ .v2) XSn(l/ .v2)
tangent to uh•

Suppose that a submanifold Mm of Sn(l/ .v2) XSn(l/ .v2) is tangent
to uh. Then we have equation of the form Bahua=uh, from which, differen
tiating covariantly along Mm and using (1. 8), (1. 12) and (1. 13), we find

hCbxubCxh+Bah(f7cua) = (fca-Akca) Bah- (f/:+J..kcx)Cxh,

and consequently

(2.9)

In order that the varied submanifold is also tangent to uh(x), It IS nece
ssary and sufficient that we have equation of the form B}ua=uh(x), from
which, putting iiP=ua+oua,

(Bbh+ab~he) (ub+oub) =uh+~jajuhe.

Thus using (1. 8), we find

(2.10) Bbhoub+ [(Vb~h)ub-fl~i+Aki~j]e=O.

On the other hand, using (1. 12)~ (1. 15) and (2. 3) , we find

[
fl~i= (fbae+fya~Y)B}+ (-fbx~b+fyX~Y)C/,

(2.11)
kl~i= (~ekea+~xkxa)Bah+(~ekex+~Ykyx)Cxh.

Thus, substituting (2.4) and (2. 11) into (2. 10), we find,

B ahoua+[(Vb~a - hbax~x) ub- (fba~b+f ya~y)

+J..(ekba+~xkxa) ]Bahe

+[(Vb~x+hbex~e)ub+ (fbxe-fyX~Y)

+A (~akax+~Ykyx)]Cxhe=O,

or, usmg (2.9),
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Bah(jUa+ (UWb~a_~WbUa+2Af"'kxa) Bahc

--:- (ubrbcx-f .TcY--'-jicYk x)C h~=O, ":. Y '::, I \,~ Y :r .... ,

from which
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(2. 12)

£ denoting the Lie deri"ative with respect to ~a and

(2.13)

Thus '',le have

PROPOSITIOi\ 2. 1. In order for an infinitesimal "ariation (2. 1) to carry a
submanifold Aim of S"(l/ ,'-2) ><S"(1/ .y-2) tangent to llh into a sllbmanifold

Mm also tangent to llh(.i:) , it is necessary and sll.tTieient that (2.13) holds, the

variation of lla being given by (2.12).

(2) Infinitesimal variations of a sllbmanifolds of 5"(l' ,-2-) >~S"(l/v:r)
normal to llh.

Suppose that a submanifold .'11'" of s" (1/ -V-2) ,s" (1/ , . 2) is normal to
llh. Then we have Bbiui=O, from which, differentiating conuiantly along
Mm :md using 0.8), (1. 12), (1. 13) and O. 20), we find

hcbXll.r; -';- Bbi (feaB ai - fexCIi) - Akcb = 0,

where Bai=Bajgji and C"i=CIjgji and consequently

hcb·Tu.c +fcb - Akcb=O.

Thus, hcb·rll I and Akcb being symmetric and fcb being skew symmetric m c

and b, \ve have

(2. 14)

Thus we have

PROPOSITIO:,\ 2.2. If a submanifold Mm of 5"(1.1 ,/ i) )<5"(1/ v2) is
normal to llh, then ]'vlm is f-antiinvariant.

Now in order that the varied submanifold is also normal to uh (x), it IS

necessary and sufficient that we have Bbilli (x) =0, from which

[Bbi+ (chfi)C;] [lli+fjOjlli.s] =0.

Thus, usmg (1. 8), ''le find

(f'bti) Ui + fjitjBbi - AkjiBbj~i=0.

Substituting (2.4) and (2. 11) into this equation, we have
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(2.16)

(Vb~X+hbax~a)ux+ fcb~c+fYb~Y- J..~akab- J..~xkxb=O,

from which, using (2. 14),

(2.15) (Vb~X)ux+fYb~Y-J..~xkxb-J..~xkxb=O.

Thus we have

PROPOSITION 2. 3. In order for an infinitesimal variation (2. 1) to carry a
submanifold Mm of sn(l/ .y'2) XSn(l/ .y'2) normal to uk into a submanifold
normal to uk (x), it is necessary and sufficient that (2. 15) holds.

(3) Infinitesimal variatons of submanifolds of Sn(l/ .y'2) xsn(l/ .y'2) tan
gent to vk.

Suppose that a submanifold Mm of sn(l/ .y'2) XSn(l/ .y'2) is tangent to
vk. Then we have equation of the form Bakva=vh, from which, differentia
ting covariantly along Mm and using (1. 8) and (1. 12) '"'-' (1. 14), we have

[

Vcva=k/fea+kcxfxa+J..aca,

hcaxva= -kcafax+kcYfyx.

Now, in order that the varied submanifold is also tangent to vk (x), It IS
necessary and sufficient that we have equation of the form Ba"va=vk(x),
from which, putting va=va+ava,

(Bbk+Ob~kc) (vb+avb) =vk+~i (ojVk) c.

Thus, using (1. 8), we have

Bakava+ [(Vb~k)vb- Aek+eiki;/hi]c=O.

Substituting (2.3), (2.4), (1. 12), (1. 14) and (2. 11) into this equation, we
find

Bakava +[ (Vbea- hbax~x) vb - )lea - (eckcb+ ~xkxb)iba

- (~ckcx+~Ykyx)fxa]Bakc

+[(Vb~x+hbax~a)vb-J..ex+ (~ck/+~Yk/)fbx

- (eckcY+ezkzY)fyx]Cxkc=O,

from which, usmg (2. 16) and (1. 18),

(2.17) ava=[£va+2(kxbfba+kxYf/)~x]c,

£ denoting the Lie derivative with respect to ~a and

(2.18) vbf7b~x-}.ex+(kyafax-k/fzx)~y=O.

Thus we have
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PROPOSITION 2.4. In order for an infinitesimal variation (2.1) to carry a
submanifold Mm of Sn (11 '\1'2) XSn (1/ '\1'2) tangent to vh into a submanifold
tangent to vh (x), it is necessary and sufficient that (2. 18) holds, the variation
of va being given by (2. 17).

(4) Infinitesimal variations of submanifolds of Sn(11 '\1'2) xsn(ll '\1'2) no
rmal to vh•

Suppose that a submanifold Mm of Sn(11 '\1'2) xsn(11 '\1'2) is normal to
vh• Then we have equation of the form Bbivi=O or BbiV;).=O, which shows
that). is constant along Mm. Differentiating Bb;v;=O covariantly along Mm
and using (1. 8), (1. 12) and (1. 13), we find

(2.19) hcbxvx+).gcb-fbakac+!bxkxc=O.

Now, in order that the varied submanifold is also normal to v h (x), it is
necessary and sufficient that we have lhiv; (x) =0, from which

(Bb;+ ((h~;)c) (Vi+ (~jojV;)c)=0,

Thus using (1. 8), (1, 12), (2. 3) and (2. 11), we have

(l7b~;)V;+fcb(~akac+~xkxc)+fXb (~akax+~Ykyx) +).~b=O.

Therefore substituting (2.4) into this equation, we have

(l7b~x+hbex~e)vx+fcb(~akac+~xkxc)+fXb(~akax+~Yk/) +).~b=O,

or, usmg (2. 19)

(2.20)

Thus we have

PROPOSITION 2.5. In order for an infinitesimal variation (2.1) to carry a
submanifold Mm of Sn(1/ '\1'2) xsn(11 v2) normal to vh into a submanifold
normal to vh(x) , it is necessary and sufficient that (2.20) holds.

When ~x=O, that is, the variation vector ~h is tangent to the submani
fold, we say that the variation is tangential and when the variation vector
~h is normal to the submanifold, that is, ~a=o, we say that the variation
is normal.

3. Infinitesimal variations of f-invariant submanifold and k-invari
ant one of Sn (1/ v2) X Sn (1/ v2).

We assume that Mm is an f-invariant submanifold of sn(11 v2) XSn(1/
v2) . We then have
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(3.1) fihBbi=fbaBa", fihC/=f/'Cxh.

Differentiating the first equation of (3.1) covariantly along Mm and usmg
O. 8), (1. 13) and (3. 1), we find

( _gcbua+uiJca-kcbVa+Vbkca)B}

+(- gcbux-kcbVX+Vbkcx+hcbYfyx)Cxh

= (f7cfba)B}+fbahcaxCxh,

and consequently, comparing the tangential and normal parts,

(3.2)

and

(3. 3) hcbYfyX-hc/fbe=gcbUX+kcbVx-V~cx,

from which, taking the skew symmetric part,

(3.4)

Differentiating the second equation of (3. 1) covariantly along Mm and using
O. 8), (1. 13), (1. 25) and (3. 1), we find

(uiJca-kcyva+kcavy-h/yfba) Bah+ (vykcX- kcyvx) Cxh

=(f7fx)C h-h a fXB hcy x c:rya,

and consequently

(3.5)

which is equivalent to (3. 3) and

(3.6) f7fx- kX-k xc y -Vy c cyV •

We now consider an infinitesimal variation (2. 1) and assume that it ca
rries the f-invariant submanifold Mmof Sn(l/ v'2) XSn(l/ v'2) into an f
invariant submanifold. Then we have

that is,

from which, using (1. 8), we obtain

[ ~.h+ cj (_r. h~.t+r ..t+ h_g ·.uh+o .hu .
J, '" Jt J, J' J t J' J'
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that is,

(fiW b~i-foaf7a~h_~bUh+Ub~h_kjiVh~jBbi+k}Vb~j) c= (Ofba) Bah.

Thus substituting (2.4), (1. 20) and (2.11) into this equation, we have

[(f7b~e-hbex~x)fea-foe(f7e~a-heax~x) -~bUa+Ub~a

- (~ekeb+~xkxb) Va+Vb (~ekea+~xkxa) ]Bahc

+ [(f7b~Y+hb/~e)fyx-fbe(f7e~x+hedx~d) -~bUx+Ub~x

- (ekeb+~YkYb) VX+Vb (~ekex +~Ykyx)]C xhc

= (Ofba)Ba\ from which

Ofba= [(f7b~e-hbex~x)fea- f be(f7e~a-heax~x) -~bUa+Ub~a

- (~ekeb+~xkxb)Va+Vb (~ekea+~xkxa) ]e,

or using (3. 2) and (3. 4) ,

(3.7)

and

Ofba= [(£fba) +2fbeheax~x]e

(f7b~Y+hbey~e)fyx-fbe(f7e~x+hedx~d) -~bUx+Ub~x

- (~ekeb+~YkYb)Vx+Vb(ekex+~Ykyx) =0,

or, using (3. 3) ,

(3. 8) (f7b~Y)fyX-fb e(f7e~x) +ub~X-~YkybVx+Vb~Ykyx=O.

Thus we have

THEOREM 3.1. In order for an infinitesimal variation (2.1) to carry an f
invariant subman£.fold Mm of :sn(l/ -yl2) XSn(l/ -yl2) into an f-invariant
one, it is necessary and sufficient that (3. 8) holds, the variation of fba being
given by (3. 7).

An infinitesimal variation given by (2.1) is called an f-invariance preser
ving variation if it carries an f-invariant submanifold into an f-invariant
subnanifild. If an f-invariance preserving variation preserves fba then we
say that it is f-preserving.

From (1. 7), (3.1) and (1. 20), we find

(3.9)

(3.10)

(3. 11)
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(3.12)

(3.13)

(3.14)

(3.15)

(3.16)
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fxYf/= -oxz+uxuz+vxvz,

uXfxy= -Avy, vXfxy=Auy.

Equations (3. 9) "'-' (3. 13) show that a neces:oary and sufficient condition
!ba, gcb, Ub, Vb and A to define (f, g, u, v, A)-structure is that

(3.17) Ux=o, vx=O,

that is, the vector uh and vh are always tangent to the submanifold'Mm.
Transvecting (3.4) with fi, we get

(3.18) fif/hbex= -hdcx+ (UdUe+VdVe)hcex+}"Udkcx+vcfikbx.

Now we assume that Mm is k-invariant submanifold of Sn (1/ -v'2) XSn
(1/ -v'2).
We then have

(3.19)

Differentiating the first equation of (3.19) covariantly along Mm and using
(1. 9) and (3. 19), we find

(3.20) pckba=O, hcbYkyx=kbahcax,

Differentiating the second equation of (3. 19) covariantly along Mm and
using (1. 9) and (3.19), we have

(3.21) P k x=O k bh a-k xh bc y , a cy - y c x,

the second equation is equivalent to the second equation of (3. 20). From
(1. 21), we have

(3.22) kbaUb= -va, kbaVb= -ua, kbakac= Obc.

We now consider an infinitesimal variation (2. 1) and assume that it ca
rries the k-invariant submanifold Mm of Sn(l/ -v'2) XSn(l/ -v'2) into a k
invariant submanifold. Then we have

kih(x+';e) JM= (k"a+ok"a)Bi,

that is,

(kih+~j'ajkihe) (Bbi+(h~ie) = (kba+okba) (Bah+oa~he),

from which, using (1. 9), we obtain
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[kl+~}( - Fjthk/ + Fj/kth) cJ (Bbi +;h~ic)

= (kba+lJkba) (Bah+Oa~hc),

that is,

[kih(Vb~i) -kbal7a~hJc= (lJkba) Bah.

Thus substituting (2.4) and (2.11) into this equation, we have

[(17b~c-hbcx~x) kcaBah+ (l7b~Y+hbcY~c)kyXCxh

- (Vc~a-hcax~x)kbCBah- (l7c~x+hcex~e)k{CxhJe

= (lJkba) B},

from which,

lJkba= [(l7b~c -h{x~x) kca- (17c~a -hcax~x) kbcJe

or, usmg (3. 21),

(3.23)

and
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(3. 24) (Vb~y+hbcy~c)kyX-kbc(Vc~x+hcex~e) =0,

or, using the second equation of (3.20),

(3. 25) kyxl7b~y-kbcf7c~x=0.

An infinitesimal variation given by (2. 1) is called a k-invariance preser
ving variation if it carries a k-invariant submanifold into a k-invariant sub
manifold. Thus we have

THEOREM 3.2. In order for an infinitesimal variation to be k-invariance
preserving, it is necessary and sufficient that the variation vector ~h satisfies
(3. 25), the variation of kb

a being given by (3. 23).

From (3. 24) and (2. 5), we have

THEOREM 3.3. If the variation (2.1) of k-invariant submanifold is para
llel, then it is k-invariance preserving.

4. Isometric variation and f-preserving variation of an f-invariant
and k-invariant submanifold with induced (f, g, U, v, l)-structure.

Applying the operator lJ to gcb=gjiB/Bbi and using (2.2), (2.4) and lJgji
=0, we find [2J

(4.1)
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from which,

(4.2) ogba=- (Vbea+Vaeb-2hbaxex)e.

A variation of a submanifold for which ogcb=O is said to be isometric.
By a· straightforward computation, we obtain

(4.3) orcba=[ (VFbeh+KkjihekBiBbi) Bah+hcbx (Vae:z+hdaxed) ]e,

from which, using equations of Gauss and Codazzi of the submanifold Mm,
we have

(4.4) orcba= (VFb~a+Kdcba~d)e

- [Vc(hbe.x~x) +Vb(hcex~x) -Ve(hcbx~x) Jgeae.

A variation of submanifold for which orcba= 0 is said to be affine.

Suppose that the submanifold is f-invariant and k-invariant, and has in
duced (f, g, u, v, A) -structure. Then, from (3. 18), (2. 9) and (2. 16), we
have

(4.5)

If the variation of the submanifold is normal, we have from (3.7) and (4.1)

(4.6)

(4.7)

Ofba= (-feahbex~x+fbeheax~x) e,

ogcb= -2hcbx~xe.

Thus we have from (3.9), (4.5), (4.6) and (4.7)

THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that the variation of f-invariant and k-invariant
submanifold with induced (f, g, u, v, A)-structure of sn(l/ v2) XSn(l/ v2)
is normal. Then the variation is isometric if and only if it is f-preserving.

From the first equation of (4. 5), we have

PROPOSITION 4. 2. An f-invariant and k-invariant submanifold with induced
(f, g, u, v, A)-structure of sn(l/ v2) xsn(l/ v2) is minimal.

Furthermore we have from (3.9)

(4.9) o (fbafac) = (OUb)Uc+Ub(OUc) + (OVb) VC+Vb (ovc).

If the variation preserves fba and ua, we have from (4.9)

(4.10)

Transvecting (4. 10) with Uc and vc, we find respectively

(4.11)
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(4.12) (1-,F) OVb+Ve'['b (ovc) =0.

Transvecting (4.11) with ub, (OUb) ub=O. Then

a(UbUb) = -2J.(oJ..) =0, that is, 15J..=0.

Applying the operator a to (3.11), we can get ova=O from above. So from
(4.11) and (4.12), 15ub=O and OVb=O. Thus we have

PROPOSITION 4.3. If an infinitesimal f-preserving variation of the submani
fold with induced (f, g, u, v, A) -structure preserves ua, then the variation
preserves ua, va, V a and A.

Finally, when the submanifold with induced (f, g, u, v, A)-structure is f
invariant and k-invariant, we get from the Ricci-identity, (1. 17), (2.9),
(2. 16), (3.2) and (3.20)

(4.13) Kdc/he-Kdcbef/= -gcbida+gdtf/+o/fdb-Odafeb

+kde(febk/ -kebf/) +k/ (f/kdb-kdafeb)'

Transvecting (4.13) with f/ and using (3.9), (3.22) and (1. 17), \ve get

Kdceafbefad= -Kcb + (ueud+Z'evd) Kdcbe+ (m-4+2;(2)gcb

+2 (UcUb +V/Vb) +KddK eb.

Transvecting (1. 17) with fed, we have

(4.15) Kdd=O.

From (4. 14) and (4. 15), we find

(4. 16) K f eCatl--K -'-- ( d--!-_, d)K edcea b) - cb' ueU ,LeV dcb

Differentiating A covariantly along 1V1m and using the last equation of (2.8),
we get

(4.17)

Using the Ricci-identity, (2.9), (2.16), (3.2), (3.20), (3.22) and (4.17),
we obtain

(4.18)

Thus we can get the following useful identity frem (4. 16) and (4. 18) for
later use

(4. 19)
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5. Some integral formulas.

In this section, on a compact f-invariant and k-invariant submanifold
with induced (f, g, u, v, il) -structure, we investigate some variation-preser
ving relations. Through this section, we assume that the submanifold Mm
of sn(I/ -v'2) xSn(I/ -v'"2) has induced (f, g, u, v, il)-structure and is f-in
variant and k-invariant.

First of all, we define T ba by

(5.1) T ba= (Vbt;e-hbext;x)fea -!be (Vet;a-heaxt;x)

- t;bua+Ubt;a - t;ekebva+vbt;ekea•

Then we find that a variation of the submanifold preserves fba if and only
if Tcb=O.

If we take account of (3.9), (3. 11), (3. 22), (2.9), (2. 16) and (3. 18),
we have

(5. 2) T ba Tba=2 (Vbt;a) (flbt;a) -8hcbxt;x (Vct;b) +4 (hcbxt;x) (hcbyt;y)

- (UeUa+veva)[ (Vbt;e) (fl bt;a) + (Vet;b) (flat;b) ]

-2i!vat;b[ (Vbt;a) - (flat;b) ] +2ubt;a fca(V bt;c -fl ct;b)

-2fbefca(Vet;a) (Vbt;c)

+2iluct;ekeb (fl bt;c -flct;b) +2vbt;ekea fca(fl bt;c -flct;b)

+4 (1-i!2)t;at;a-4 (uat;a)2+4(vat;a) 2.

From (3. 2), (3. 22) and (4. 15), we get

(5.3) flbf be= -mue•

On the other hand, we have

(5.4)

+muefact;a (Vet;c) +uefact;a (Vct;e)

-uat;afce(Vet;c)

+ fbekbc(t;cvaflet;a -vat;aflet;c)

- fbefac (flbflet;c) t;a _fbefac (Vet;c) (flbt;a)

because of (3. 2) and (4. 15), where we have put

WIJ= (Vbt;c) t;c- fbefac (Vet;c) t;a,

from which, using the Ricci-identity and (4. 19),
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(5.5) Vb Wb= (PbV b~c)~c+ (P b~c) (Pb~c)

+muefac~a(Pe~c) +Uejac~a(Pc~e)

- fceua~a(Pe~c)

+ fbek{ (~cVaVe~a- va~aVe~c)

+Kcb~c~b- (m-2)~c~c-fbefac(Ve~c) (Pb~a).

Comparing (5.2) with (5.5), we have

(5.6) T ba Tba=2(Vb Wb) -2~c (V Wb';c+Kcb~b)

+8hcbx~x (Pc~b) +4 (hcbx';x) (hcblY)

- (UeUa+veva) [(Pb~e) (pb~a)+ (Pe~b) (Va~b) ]

-2AVa~b[ (P b~a_Va~b)] +2AUc';ekeb (P b~c-Vce)

-2 (m+ 1) uefac~a (Pe~c) +2vbt;ekeaf.aVb~c

+2fceua~a (Pe~c) +2fbekbcVa~a (Pe~c)

+2(m-2A2)~a~a-4[ (~bUb)2- (~bVb)2J,

or equivalently

(5.7) TbaTba=2Vb(Wb -2hcbx~c~x)

-2~c[VWb~c+Kcb~b_2Vb(hcbx~x)]

-2hcby~Y (Pc~b+Vb~c-2hcbx';x)

- (ueua+veva) [(Pb~e) (P b~a) + (Pe';b) (Va~b) ]

-2AVa';b (pb~a_Va~b) +2AUc~ekeb (P b~c-V c~b)

-2 (m+ l)jac~aue(Pe~c)+2Vb';ekea f.a (P b~c)

+ 2fce (Pe~.) ua~a +2va~afbekbc (Pe~c)

+2(m-2A2)~a~a-4[ (ub~b)2- (vb~b)2J.

Thus we assume that the submanifold Mm is compact. Using

Ve(ua~a~cfce)= -~c~c+ (m+1) (ua~a)2+(va~a)2

+ua~afce(P~c) -A~c~ak/fce+ua~cfce(Ve~a)

and

Ve(va~a~cfbekbc)=~c~c- (ua~a)2- (m+ 1) (va~a)2

+ A~c~afbakbc +va~cfbek{ (Ve~a)
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+va~afbekbc(17~c)

and (5.7), we apply Green's theorem and obtain

(5. 8) fMm[TbaTba+2~c{f7bf7$c+Kc$b:-217b(hcb..ia)}

+2hCby~Y(17c~b+17b~c-2hcbx~x)

+ (ueua+veva) {(17$e) (17b~a)+(17~b) (17ae)}

+2}.Va~b(17b~a_17a~b) -2}.uc~ekeb(17b~c_17c~b)

+2(m+1) fac~aue(f7e~c)+2fce~cua(f7e~a)

+2Vb~ekeafac(17 b~c+17c~b) +4}.~c~akaejec

-2 (m-2}.2) ~a~a+2(m+2) {(ub~b)2- (vb~b)2} JdV=O,

dV being the volume element of Mm.
From (4.1) and (4.2), the variation of dV is given by [2J

(5.9) odV= (17a~a-haa x~x) dVe..

For a compact orientable submanifold Mm, we have the following integral
formula:

JMm[~C(17Wb~c+Kcb~b)

+ ~ (17c~b+17b~c) (17e~b+17b~c) - (17b~b)2JdV=O,

which is valid for any vector ~e in Mm [4J, from which

(5.10) fMm [~e {(17 bf7b~e+ Kcb~b) -217b(hcbx~x) +17e(hlx~x)}

+ ~ (f7e~b+17b~c-2heby~Y) (17e~b+17b~c-2hebx~x)

- (f7e~c -heex~x) (17b~b)

+ (heb~Y) (17c~b+17b~e-2hebx~x) JdV=O.

Thus we have an integral formula from proposition (4. 2), (5. 8) and
(5.10)

(5.11) fMm[TbaTba+ (ueua+veva) {(17b~e) (17b~a) + (f7e~b) (17a';b)}

+2i1.Va~b (17b.;a_17a~b) -2}.ugekeb(17b~e_17e';b)

+2 (m+ l)fae~aue(f7e~c)+2feet;eua (f7e~a)
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+ 2vbt;ekeafae (Vbt;e +Vet;b) +4.:lkaefeet;et;a

-2(m-2.:l2)t;at;a+ 2 (m+2) {(Ubt;b) 2_ (Vbt;b)2}

- Cf7et;b+Vbt;c- 2hebyt;y) (Vet;b +Vbt;e - 2hbext;x)

+2 Cf7et;e)2]dV=0.

Now we assume that the variation of the submanifolds preserves ua, va, Ua
and va• Then we have from (2.12), (2.17) and (4.1)

(5.12) UbVbt;a=ibat;b_.:lt;bkba, vFbt;a=t;ek/iba+At;a,

(5.13) uaVet;a=.:lt;bkbe-fbet;b, vaVet;a=-.:lt;e-t;dkiibe,

from which, we get

(5.14) uWat;b= -uWbt;a, vWat;b= -vWbt;a'

Using (5.11)"-'(5.14), we get

(5.15) SMm[TbaTba+2(m+2).:lt;et;akebiba

+4t;at;a-4 (m +2) (vbt;b) 2+2 Cf7et;e) 2

- Cf7et;b+Vbt;e- 2hebYt;) (Vet;b +Vbt;e - 2hebxt;x) ]dV=0.

To obtain the variation of .:l, that is, o.:l=A(x+t;e) -.:l(x) , using the last
equation of (2.8), we have

(5.16)

By hypothesis, proposition (4.3) and (5. 16), we find

(5.17) vat;a=O.

From (5.13), we have At;a= -vWat;b-t;dkddfba' Using the above equation
and (5. 17), we have

(5.18)

(5.19)

.:It;a(t;ekeef/) = _t;dt;d+ (t;aua) 2+t;ekeef/vb (Vbt;a) ,

.:It;cCt;akeef/) = -t;dt;d+ (t;aua) 2+t;akeef/vb (Vbt;J.

We get from (5. 18) and (5.19)

(5.20)

Using Vb (Vbt; at;ekeefea) =m.:lt;at;ekeefea+ 2 (uet;e)2 - 2 (vet;e) 2

+Vb(V bt; a) t;ekeefea+vb (l7bt;e) 1;akeefea

and (5. 18), we apply Green's theorem and obtain
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From (5. 19) and (5. 21), we find

(5. 22) SMm(A~a~ckcefea)dV= m;2S (~a~a)dV.

Thus we have an integral formula from (5. 15), (5. 17) and (5. 22)

(5.23) SMm[TbaTba- (V'c~b+l7b~c-2hcbY~Y)(l7c~b+l7b~c-2hcbx~x)

+2 (17c~c) 2dV=0.

From this integral formula, proposition 4. 2 and (5. 9), we have

PROPOSITION 5.1. Suppose that a variation of the f-invariant and k-inva
riantcompact submanifold with induced (f, g, u, v, A)-structure of sn(1/ v2)
xsn(l/ v2) preserves ua, ua, va and va. Then in order for the variation to
he isometric it is necessary and sufficient that the variation preserves volume
and ha.

Furthermore, if the variation of the submanifold is affine, we have from
(4.4)

171'b~a+Kdcba~d-l7c(hbax~x)-l7b(hcax~x)+l7a(hcbx~x)=0,

from which, using Proposition 4. 2 I7c(V'a~a) =0, that is, l7a~a=constant.

Thus assuming the submanifold to be compact, we have 17a~a=o. From
this fact and proposition 5. 1, we obtain

THEOREM 5. 2. Assume that the variation of a compact f-invariant and k
invariant submanifold with induced (f, g, u, v, A)-structure of sn(1/ v2) XSn
(1/ v2) preserves ua, ua, va and va· Then the variation is isometric if and
only if it is affine and preserves fba•

Moreover, we have from proposition 4.3

COROLLARY 5.3. Suppose that the variation of a compact f-invariant and
k-invariant submanifold with induced (f, g, u, v, A)-structure of sn(1/ v2)
X8"-(l/ v2) preserves ua and ha. Then the variation is affine if and only
if it is isometric.

6. Infinitesimal variations of f-antiinvariant submanifold and k
antiinvariant one.

We assume that Mm is an f-antiinvariant submanifold of Sn(1/ v2) XSn
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(1/ -12).
We then have

(6.1) flBbi=-fbxCxh, fihC/=f/Bah+fyXCxh.

Differentiating the first equation of (6. 1) covariantly along Mm, using

(1. 8) and (1. 13), we find

[ - gcbua+uiJca-kcbVa+Vbk/+hcbxfxaJBah

+[ -gcbuX-kcbVx+Vbkcx+hcbyfyxJCxh

=fbxhcaxBah- (l7c!bx)Cxh,

and consequently, comparing the tangential and normal parts

(6.2)

and

(6.3)

From (6. 2), taking the skew symmetric part, we have

(6.4) hcaxfbx-hbaxfcx=OcaUb-(hauc+~'bkca -vckb
a.

Differentiating the second equation of (6. 1) covariantly along Mm, usmg
(1. 8) and (1. 13), we find

(uyoca-kcyva+Vykca) Bah+ (-kcyvx+vykcx+hcayfax)Cxh

= (-hcaxfyx+l7cfya) Bah+ (f/hcax+l7cfyx)Cxh.

Thus, comparing the tangential and normal parts, we have

(6.5) l7cf/=ocauy+h/xff-kcyva+vykca,

which is equivalent to (6.3) and

(6.6)

We now consider an infinitesimal variation (2. 1) and assume that it car
ries the f-antiinvariant submanifold Mm into a f-antiinvariant submanifold.
Then we have

fih(x+~e)IN=- (fbx+o!bx)Cxh,

that IS, usmg (2.6) and (2.7),

(fih+~j'ajfihe)(Bbi+(h~ie)

= - (!bx+o!bx) [Cxh-rjl~jCxie+(1JxaBah+1JxYCyh) e],

from which, using (1. 8), we obtain
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[fik+~}(-Fjtkfl+Ftjifi-gjiUk+olui

-kjivk+k}vi)e] (Bbi+ob~ie)

= - (!bY+ofbY) [Cyk-Fjik~jC/e+ (r;yaB}+r;yxCxk) e],

that is,

[fik(f7b~i) -~buk+ub~k]e

=-fbY(r;yaBak+r;yxCxk)e- (OfbY)Cyk

+[(~ckbc+~yk.bY) Va-Vb (~ckca+~xkxa)]B}e

+[(~ck{+~ykbY)Vx-Vb(r;akax+~Ykyx) ]Cxke•

Thus substituting (2. 4) and (6. 1) into the above equation, we :find

[ (f7b~x+hbex~e)fxa_~bUa+Ub~a]B}e

+[- (f7b~a-hbaxr;x)faY+ (f7b~x+hbax~a)fxY-~bUY+Ub~Y]C/e

=L -fbYr;ya+ (~ckbc+~ykbY)Va-Vb(~ckca+~xkxa)]Bie-(ofbY) Cl

+[ -fbXr;xY+ (~ckbc+~xkbx)VY-Vb(~akay+~xkxY) ]Cle,

from which, comparing tangential and normal parts and using (2. 8),

(6. 7) (f7b~y+hbeyr;e)fya_~bUa+Ub~a

=fbY(f7a~y+heay~e)+ (~ckbc+~ykbY)Va-Vb(~ekea+~Ykya),

which is, according to (6. 2), equivalent to

(6. 8) (f7b~Y)fya=fbY(f7a~y)+VX~ykbY-Vbr;Ykya,

and

(6. 9) Ofbx=[(f7b~a-hbay~Y)fax-(f7b~Y+hbl~e)fyx

+~bUx-Ub~x-fbYr;yX

+ (~ckbc+~ykbY)Vx-Vb(~akax+~Ykyx) ]e.

Thus we have

THEOREM 6. 1. In order for an infinitesimal variation (2. 1) to carry an
f-antiinvariant submanifold Mm of sn(l/ -v'2) XSn(1/-v'2) into f-antiinva
riant one, it is necessary and sufficient that (6.8) holds, the variation of fbX

heing given by (6. 9).
Now we assume that Mm is a k-antiinvariant submanifold of sn(1/-v'2)

XSn(1/-v'2). We then have

(6.10) kikBbi=kbxCxk, kikC/=kyaBak+kyxCxk.
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Differentiating the first equation of (6. 10) covariantly along Mm and USlllg
(1. 8), we get

(6. 11)

(6. 12)

From (6. 11), we find

(6. 13)

V k X=h bYk xc b c Y'

Differentiating the second equation of (6. 1) covariantly along Mm and using
(1. 8), we have

(6. 14)

which is equivalent to (6. 12) and

(6.15)

We now consider an infinitesimal variation (2. 1) and assume that it
carnes a k-antiinvariant submanifold Mm into a k-antiinvariant one. Then
we have

k/(x+f;s)JN= (kbX+ohX)CXh) ,

that IS, uSlllg (2.6) and (2. 7),

(kih+f;ioikihs) (Bbi+Obf;iS)

= (kbx +okbx) [Cxh_rjihf;ic/s+ (r;xaBah +r;xYC/) s],

from which, using (1. 8), we obtain

[kih+f;i ( - rithk/ +rj/kl) s] (Bbi+Obf;iS)

= (kbx+okbx) [Cxh-rjihf;iCxis+ (7)xaBah+7)xYC})s],

that IS,

k/ CVbf;i) s=kbx (7)xaB ah+7)xYC}) s+ (okbx) Cxh•

Thus substituting (2. 4) and (6. la) into the above equation,

(okbx)Cxh=[ -kbx7)xa+ CVbf;Y)kya+f;chbcYk/]Bahs

+ [CVbf;c - hbcyf;Y) kcx+ CVbf;Y+hb/f;c) kyX- kbY7)yx]Cxhs,

from which, comparing tangential and normal parts, using (2.8) and
(6. 13),

(6.16) kbxCVaf;x) + CVbf;Y)k/=O,

(6. 17) okbx= [ - kbY7)yx+ CVbf;c -hbcyf;Y) kcx
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Thus we have

THEOREM 6.2. In order for an infinitesimal variation (2.1) to carry a k
antiinvariant submanifold Mm of sn(1/ -12) XSn(Ij -12) into a k-antiinva
riant one, it is necessary and sufficient that (6. 16) holds, the variation of
Ibz being given by (6.17).

An infinitesimal variation given by (2. 1) is called a k-antiinvariant va
t;iation if it carries a k-antiinvariant submanifold into a k-antiinvariant one.

Now from (2.5), (6.13) and (6.16), we have

THEOREM 6. 3. A parallel variation of a k-antiinvariant submanifold of
Sn (1/-12) XS"(lj -12) is k-antiinvariant variation.

On the other hand, from (1. 9), (6. 10) and (6. 11) we find

(6.18) kbxkxa=iha, kbXkxY=O, kyakaX+kyZkzX= Oyx.

Assume that the variation of k-antiinvariant submanifold Mm preserves
kb

x , we get from (6.17)

(6.19) -kbY1}yx+ (f7b~c-hbC;;Y)kcx+(f7b~y+hbcy~c)kyx=O.

Then (6.18) and (6.19) ilnply

(6. 20) Vb~a-hbay~y=kbYkax1}yx.

Thus, by (4. 1), (6.20) and 1}yx= -1}xy, Ogcb=O. Therefore we have

THEOREM 6.4. If the variation of k-antiinvariant submanifold of sn(1/
-12) XS't(1/ -12) preserves kb

x, then the variation is isometric.
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